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From November 16 to December 15, Le Feuvre & Roze present Les nouveaux (The 
newcomers). This exhibition is the first show dedicated to Julien Colombier 
and François Malingrëy, two French artists newly represented by the gallery. 
Colombier’s plastic universe is vegetal, organic and/or mineral. He is parti-
cularly gifted with colors and paints with oil sticks on paper, marouflaged 
to canvas.Malingrëy’s work features his family and friends represented almost 
surrealistic scenes. His neo-realistic style is created very classically, 
with oil on canvas.The newcomers will let the gallery’s collectors, fol-
lowers, and all the critics and art lovers to indulge in two unique universes. 
Very different but complementary.

Les nouveaux (The newcomers)

Opening on November 15, from 6pm



JULIEN COLOMBIER

Born in 1972

lives and works in Paris

Représented by Le Feuvre & Roze 

since June 2018



Textile prints and art deco train his eye to shape, color and detail. From first 
“hypnoses” that lead to Matisse or Keith Haring, to artists able to paint the en-
ergy of merriment. The young man then discovers the strength of patterns. Patterns 
repeated, hammered home, like chanted; with perpetual rythm.
On a black background, armed with pastels and chalk, he hones a technique occupying 
space with colliding colors that he uses as a light source. Jungles, clouds, waves, 
geometrical figures, become pretexts to these contrasts and reality distorts to 
the limit of abstraction. Even though he prefers his patterns universal and time-
less, they are not the subjects; they are rather used as mediums to create atmos-
pheres exempt of narration or personal projection. A lone principle: first create 
impact, frontal and crude; then let the shock wave be felt, in finesse and nuance.

Tried and tested by the realms of Fashion and Design, these vibrations soon find 
new areas to colonize. Julien Colombier hence invests books, picture rails, fa-
bric, walls and skate parks; collaborates with renowned and prestigious houses; 
is exposed in Europe and the US. And enjoys above all, from project to project, 
finding in disharmony a form of harmony.



Red

acrylic and oil stock on paper

marouflaged to canvas

178 x 120 cm | 70 x 47 inches

2016

Fluo Palms

acrylic and oil stock on paper

marouflaged to canvas

120 x 80 cm | 70 x 31.5 inches

2014



FRANÇOIS MALINGRËY

Born in 1989

lives and works in Paris

Represented by Le Feuvre & Roze 

since September 2018



François Malingrëy started his studies in Illustration in the city of Épinal and 
then, in the École des Arts Décoratives de Strasbourg. Malingrëy chose the figu-
rative art and his most important activity is the painting, but his works also 
includes sculpture and illustration. In his paintings, he develops what he calls 
«  The True World » – and it is even poetic – a space ruled by its own laws, with 
its recurring characteristics: unidentified landscapes where  almost naked charac-
ters live. There is a melancolic atmosphere, a silent and dramatic sensation, even 
though no tragedy unfolds. This atmosphere is completed with an aura both sacred 
and a little outdated. These are the ingredients of François Malingrëy’s painting. 
It must be added that in the formal level, there is a realistic technique based on 
his large and frank gestural on the canvas, a muted palette of minor tones obser-
ved here and there by more expressive areas of yellow or blue, an obsession for 
the work of the flesh and the skin. It is an impressive way to probe and to focus 
the human eye in his portraits.

Tancrède Hertzog



Le retable du volcan (les fous rentrent au village)

oil on wood

240 x 153 cm | 94 x 60 inches (close)

240 x 306 cm | 94 x 120 inches (open)

2017
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